
A TALE OF TWO SELVES  &  SOME PRACTICALITIES  

A few nights ago, I dreamt that my mother had sent me a postcard in which she was advising me to write like 
William Burroughs. I’d love to candidly write about my life’s tough tragic side — pain, self-destruction, 
pandemonium — and make public some of its morbid secrets and extreme experiences, but I’d rather keep 
these remnants of memory undisclosed for now. Hence — the next few paragraphs aim solely at synopsising 
wholesome data on my birth into the Arts and progress to this day. Dear reader — with the hope that you will 
kindly countenance the quasi grammar and style that I’m venturing herewith. 

     It was the year of Our Lord one thousand nine hundred and ninety-one. A scholarship to study medicine in 
Salamanca was granted to me. Halfway through my first year at University, I relinquished the platonic goal 
of becoming a surgeon. The year and a half later found me running away from the faculty of Economics. 
Meanwhile, a new habitat was gradually replacing erstwhile habitats and Spiritual revelations were conceded 
to me. 

     Alone, and having attained my nineteenth blessed birthday, I reached a pinnacle of Self — or was it the 
nadir? — a Damascene experience that enlightened my qualities of Intuition, Perception and Imagination, 
developing a new thinking, time-travelling Knowledge — dormant heretofore. 

      I was being born an Artist and the heart followed suit, followed suit. 

     My maternal grandmother, Marina, welcomed and helped this newborn I, subsidising my artistic studies 
during the next five years, in the course of which, I lived with her and my granddad, before making my way 
up from my birth place in Asturias, on the Celtic coast of Northern Spain, into England, where I have found 
Blake’s Albion and a connection with Time. 

     In Asturias I attempted the life of two Art schools, and also had the advantage of being taught by wonderful 
private tutors and mentors —  

      — But earlier years of demanding academic formation and focus had obliterated (somehow) my capacity as 
passer of exams —  

     — I became an avid autodidact. 

     Twenty years since —  Circumstances & Experience have bestowed upon me polymathic proclivity; 
     Thus, from the disciplines of Visual Art, Music, Poetry and Theatre, I’ve been creating artefacts of eternity 

which are brought into play, oft in tandem, with publications, recordings, exhibitions and performances. I 
have also had and still have the great fortune of working with many a-wonderful artist from divers media and 
backgrounds. 

     It was the year of Our Lord two thousand and twelve. I meet Michael Horovitz, deep-drinker from the Pierian 
Spring. To encounter this kindred soul and devout polymath, has buttressed the importance of being earnest, 
and inspired my most recent body of work whose main lineaments are a focused Poetic Writing, the setting of 
Melody to Parnassian verses, the making of Picture-Poems, idiosyncratic Collages, Illustrations, and eclectic 
music and poetry Performances.  

      IN Among these things and thousand like them, Euterpe has been a stalwart companion throughout, a-musing 
me /also / into forming two alternative rock bands, three avant-garde duets and being a Solo artist on the 
Road. My latest musical collaborations are with Jazz musicians accompanying some of my poems and songs. 

  
     I’m currently recording a CD of Song & Verse with Michael Horovitz (along with the help and some partici-

pation of pianist Peter Lemer) under the title Lyrical Soulmates Unanimous, which will be available soon.   

     Sometimes the self fostered by your parents is not the Self that passionately aspires to perfect itself for Truth      

                                                                                                                                                                      — innit? 

     — We, creatures of chronicles along the roads that lay before us. 

   

Dynamic support taken from Charles Dickens’s Chapter one of Tale of Two Cities. 
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